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In the flowers with you
Through madness and
moonshine, I rise from the
jaundice of January,
crossing the ditch and the
avalanche, to scatter our seeds
on the crosscurrents.
Shuffling the stars
on my twilight tiara,
I dance in the Spring jubilee
where the dreams that I planted
fill this grass of green filigree
as I wake in the flowers with you.
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Wove from your waves
Embrace me at twilight before
the revision of moon cycles
divide us again.
My entrance to you, a mere
whisper, preamble to the depth
of your greater voice, as silver
birds ride out the waves; their sky
lit reflections echo the lyrical seas.
We are complement and counterpart
eluding erosion, yet barely a day
completes that fails to connect us
my sands wear your blues
woven into you waves
wrapping me tenderly
where time never breaks for us.
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My neighbor, my wildflower
The entwining of teal
in harlequin pose palms touching stars
In mystic magenta, petals
encircle the sycamores.
Born to the trenches, hitched
to the network of vines as
life weaves between us; the
poems on your branch in
a surplus of sparrows, with
your sycamores shielding us,
Down here, looking up we are the wildflowers
who worship beneath you.
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Far from your arms
Our scribble of sea sonnets
etched on the rocks, as winds
whip with nor’easter nostalgia
cockle shell tapestries miming
the maritime, merely facsimiles
trinkets and mediums mixed, in
faux frivolities,
in this fugue of late February, this
place that sequesters me, far from
the arms of you.
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Poems on the 7 train
Slamming your poems to the beat
of your magic maracas, I board the
downtown, where you’re wowing
the audience, tuned in to your triple
crown trilogies.
You’re a helix of henna and blue
moon elation, evoking the muse
‘neath my shy side persona,
and O how you flower..a peacock of
tye-dyed calligraphy, thrilling the
strap holders, forgetting their 9-5 hustle
Spinning the spiral, you’re off on
Delancey. Whirling with wonder,
the wheels keep on clanking, in the
echoed remind of you.
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Singapore skyline
As Winter will bury your sand prints
with snow prints, you’ll fly off with
the wing circus. Circling east, the sting
of the salted air, resonating.
Sky-writing, you sully off, silhouette
shadowed, fogged in the vertical, as I’m
watching you - window eyed weary,
as all that embraces you, erases me,
as I’m tracing you southside on
the Singapore skyline, ready to hostess
your nautical night flight.
And I miss you already my orange beak
wing warrior, blue flutter fantasy, leaving
the north shore - our Summer dream, sidewinding.
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On the whims of the crosscurrents
The contorting of
cloud collages; Sunday
slips into Monday.
Still shadowed in storm
our cellophane sonnets
ricochet within puddles.
We are words seeking
exit; concentrically
circling, babbling echoes.
We bond then detach both of us captive to the
whims of the crosscurrents.
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To interpret the rain
I’ve tried to interpret, but
they always surprise me
We walked with umbrellas
on our Saturday stroll, through
the alleys of book stores and
vintage cafes;
painting the morning
courting the clouds
with the eyes of the rain.
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The apostrophe moon
Your lefts looping over
my rights; our night time
contortions linger into the
first breath of morning.
You snuggle me
into another swirl
before the sun’s salutation
deems all official,
the hungover moon,
in apostrophe pose, stalls sharing a nightcap with us.
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Hosting my birds
It’s been several months
since they've succumbed to
your southern belle charms.
I imagine you’re branching
with blues and a canvas of
carnival colors Please shadow over my birds
and surrender them safely
returning to sender
when a semblance of Spring
rounds the corner.
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To wish away winter
Confined in oblivion's
fields; in remiss of our
tri-colored finery,
your grey cloud confection
just festers; stalled is
the warm rain you promised.
Spring: incognito - some place
where cackle birds croon in the
tropics - just not over here.
I peaked where the branch
grieves its leaves -it's all much too early.
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With Winter wings
Perhaps I’d overlooked you
in lieu of the exotic, who
decorate the southern shore, and
likewise for the leaves that cloak
the evergreen while the pretty peeked,
then parted. And you, sweet songstress
of the scarlet night, set between the
barren branch with voice that breaks
December’s still life with Winter wings, forever singing.
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Into the butterfly’s dream
Some come to sing
though most took the red eye
when Autumn grabbed green
off the leaf.
Sun shimmies down, purpling
in where the branch grieves
its sparrow.
And much as I wallow in your
palette’s persuasion, you just
can’t trick November, into the
butterfly’s dream of rewind.
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Your blue eyed farewell
Saturday’s storm echoes
in Sunday night’s puddle
along with the leaves. branches
and conifers, capsized
with the 17 sonnets I tossed, as
the rain sang our song of farewell,
the blue of your eyes. wearing
my heart, in the downpour.
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Crayons
He brought me no ring
and I offered no dowry
no diamond tiara
to sparkle my tresses
but we lay down like royalty rain rhymes, red wine
wild flower poetry.
When the snow sends
him crayons,
he draws castles for me.
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Watercolor poems
Composition on canvas
from the cauldron of color the conception of violet,
a temporal pause, the
droplets of rain splashing
the streets in the swirl
of asymmetry
painting of poets; we make
art, then step back; our reds
blending blues into purples.
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The “almost” of us
From the baritone
blues, rays strain
to umbrella the chill
on the sycamore
where I’ve stalled at
the segue of cloud
intervention, well
aware of forsaking
the embers that still
flicker our destiny
your promising
wave resorbs within
utero under the
tombstone of ice,
warm water swells
with a life, we can't
quite connect to.
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The dangle of endings
Miles from October
the influx of
brown leaf reminder
still clings to the branch,
where we dangled in unison
in wait of free exit or
wind whipping trilogy
But here we digress
freed off the vice and the vine;
we can no longer
hold each other.
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Her spring cradle
Wooing my window eyes,
they butterfly by, craving to
conjugate lands of lost languages
perhaps with a nudge from the
matriarch, in dismiss of her leaves
having rocked the Spring cradle too long.
In the slow shimmy down
little leaf sets off to sojourn,
then I know
I just know I can’t hold October.
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Midnight of madness
Memoirs of midnight now
murmur on night stands,
color collages leftover wine
wild poems on rain sheets and
red ribbon wrappers of thrill seekers.
Tossed in the mix, lay the roses
he brought to her
With the drama of scarlet stripped bare,
two on a trampoline, collapse
into silence. The morning is waiting.
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Soledad
They’re all gutted now, wearing
debris from the serial snowfalls
and nights of calamity when even
the moon turns her face from them.
Soledad sings in the tropics. She
vows to come back and make nests
on them, when they flower their
branch as they welcome her home.
But she currently croons with the
parrot heads, high on a perch in
the Keys, sipping on sunshine
and the sangria of stars.
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Not the kiss that I craved
On the train back to Tarrytown,
you gave me a flower a passerby
dropped from the bouquet she had
bought before boarding.
Leaving the station, we knew
our first date was nearing
completion. Sweeping your hand
through the toss of my tresses,
we had our first kiss; both of us
with our eyes opened wide -I just didn’t feel it….
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Damaged goods
The radical shift from
debauchery towards
complacency, tarot trees
lining the homes on Street C.
Cross stitching garlands
knit in the storm’s debris;
the disfigured have flocked
to the silos and sycamores
And I don your tiara, my self
coronation, upon the mere
revelation that it was you, the one
who’d echoed in my nautical chambers
How did I know that your wings
had brushed by, with my window
eyes barred to the rapture of raindance
but somehow I knew
as I got ready
‘cause down here - we shiver.
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Red morning rhapsody
Each morning
with tea
his red wing
revival
between the
braiding of
branches
he sings to me.
(only me)
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Sunday night shuffle
Diabolical winds
relinquish those
destined for embers
as all trickles down in
the glory of Autumn’s
regatta, crash landing
in chronicle browns,
withering over the
checkerboard fields
with us, in the echo’s recall
of the high heights we cliff
dived, then tumbled from
our contusion of scars
coalesced with the ash
of the vacated sycamores
(never to ignite again)
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Just butterfly through
From the fields of forgetme-nots, mine were
the lips, you were longing
to kiss..pink blushes blue
as your wings paint my petals
on the hour we flower.
Through the crepe paper skyway
we’ll just butterfly through.
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Redeeming that Spring wish
Along with the last
trace of the dandelion
months past the last
blooms of April
rising over
the morningtime skyline
as it’s breaking my fugue
of familiar
(arriving)
I’d almost forgotten
what I wished on the lips
of that flower wisp.
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My rainbow tiara
Complimentary colors
coalesced, sitting catercorner,
lifting the veil on the sycamore,
juxtaposed by the hyacinths and
the dogwood trees pinking; the
lady bugs climbing the greenery
And you open the flower
on my rainbow tiara
on this Sunday revival -our hearts fill with glee.
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The mask of not seeing
Tumbling, the echoes
imploding acoustically,
the weeds climbing over the fences
We’ve come vis-a-vis
through the crosswinds,
you can no longer pretend
not to see us.
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For a rhyme in the rain
Cloud collage carnivals
configure through eyes of the sky
but here in the wildflowers
high noon November, latter day fields
lay dry with abandonment. And much
as I hanker for your marquise of
merriment, with its wit, charm and
sassafras,
I long for a downpour
and a rhyme in the rain with you.
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Grace, on the roadside
Once, royalty’s rose
now dancing, free spirits
in the in between spaces,
south of the sidewalk, where gravel
and grime intermingle in love’s
greatest graveyards. With
cradled embrace, they gift with the
weed’s anonymity; where the lonely
find grace, in their respite.
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No longer “her”
Having deemed them as gospel
at those 3am scribble fests, plagued
by lost love and the red’s cabernet,
they babble with life’s interceptions,
redundant as rain, then
dismissed, as the mist on the harbor,
far off from the once pinnacled poetry
in phonetics of long ago languages.
These poems are now strangers I am no longer “her.”
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Author’s Notes
“On the whims of the crosscurrents,” the title poem, encapsulates the gist of
my collection. Ranging from those momentary highs as well as lows, all of
which we clamor to capture. Some things stick, becoming the thorn or the
rose and sometimes both. The last three nouns that come to you, as you lay
under insomnia’s veil, were the ones that you’ve failed to reach and grab
that proverbial pen for, as they continue to elude. That poem you can’t
shake, cast to the whims of the crosscurrents, in a constant state of linger, as
you wonder if anything does stick. But all coalesces into the beauty of that
ache that resonates within the writing of these poems.
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